A versatile 3D stacked vision chip with massively parallel processing enabling low latency image analysis
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Abstract This paper presents a 2-layer 3D stacked Back Side Illuminated vision chip performing high speed programmable parallel computing by exploiting in-focal-plane pixel readout circuits. The proposed circuit exhibits a 5500fps frame rate, 5 times higher than previous works without reducing ADC resolution. It allows heterogeneous parallel computations on up to 31×31 inter-pixels neighborhoods in a single chip.

1. Introduction
Today’s embedded systems in cyber physical systems need to process a growing amount of sensor data for high reactivity applications, meaning very low latency between data capture and action. To tackle low latency and high processing demand, designers tend to put the processing units closer to the sensor, creating smart imagers. However, the increase of resolution and framerate in the image sensor implies a bottleneck to output the data to the processing units, degrading the possible reactivity. Smart imagers taking benefit of advanced 3D integration can solve system bottlenecks in various application domains going from very low power IoT solutions to high complexity image based applications under embedded constraints.

Thanks to the 3D stacking technology, new concepts of image sensors are emerging tightly coupling a first layer of backside illuminated (BSI) pixels array and a second layer including digital logic. In the state of the art, this new integration technology is mainly used to increase the quality of the captured image, the acquisition frame rate [1, 2]; or to allow image processing features near the sensor [3], [4]. But the data bottleneck between sensor and processors remains as the image conversion is done through column ADC, introducing latency while loading processing unit’s memories. New architectures investigate parallelism partitioning by assigning one ADC to a group of pixels in order to reach higher frame rate [5] or better data control [6].

2. Smart imager overview
In this work [7], we propose a new approach of 3D stacked imager, named “RETINE”: a 2 layers chip based on the replication of a 3D tile in a matrix manner providing a highly parallel programmable architecture as depicted in Figure 1. Each tile is composed of a top tier layer of 16x16 BSI binned pixels array (or 64x64 subpixels array) with associated parallel in-focal-plane pixel read-out circuits and 16 column ADC and a bottom tier layer integrating a homemade SIMD processor able to capture pixels data stream and compute them on the fly at a high framerate.
Thanks to tight coupling and fast feedback, image acquisition parameters such as pixels integration time and digitalization can be locally adapted in each tile.

We focused our design on a general-purpose demonstrator with a high pre-processing flexibility and low latency for high-speed applications. We call demonstrator, the chip implementation of the previously introduced system architecture. Traditional approaches faces bottleneck constraint when the sensor is too large. With our approach, this bottleneck issue is removed as data analysis on high dynamic data is performed into the sensor. Moreover, thanks to the in-focal plane vertical connectivity, frame rate is no longer limited by internal data bandwidth and the processing latency is now independent of the image sensor size. Our demonstrator is able to perform data reduction, to ease further high-level processing tasks performed outside the chip. This reduction is enabled by processing tasks like on-the-fly tunable quantization levels, RoI selection, flags dump, or tracking information. The use of 3-D stacked tile structures allows a scalable implementation for massive parallel computation (Figure 1).

Figure 2 - top and bottom layer of the RETINE chip

The chip supports advanced features such as large distance inter-pixel communication, flexible instruction flow, and a novel differentiated multi-flow execution. In this MPMD mode, different programs are assigned to several MPXs areas in a parallel execution manner. Up to 4 parallel threads can be natively managed. The microcode memories can also be updated during execution. This mechanism enables the execution of complex applications, composed of several processing kernels alternatively executed thanks to context switch.

RETINE is able to process pixel data during the subsequent acquisition time, and dynamically perform adjustments on the image acquisition flow or decide when to output image features based on the image analysis results.

Figure 3 - Snapshot of static scene with RETINE chip @ 1000 fps

Figure 4 – Snapshot examples of moving scene with RETINE chip

3. Circuit characteristics

A prototype of RETINE has been manufactured in CMOS 130 nm with a top pixel array layer of
256x192 binned pixels also addressable as 1024x768 subpixels array coupled with a layer including 16x12 SIMD processors.

Figure 2 shows a picture of the top and bottom layer of the RETINE chip. The chip achieves video rates from 5500 fps in binned mode (cf. Figure 3 and Figure 5) to 340 fps in full resolution mode. The prototype operates at 80 MHz with 720 mW power consumption leading to 85 GOPS/W power efficiency. Figure 4 shows two examples of acquisition speed of fast moving objects such as fans and spinning disc.

All the processing is done inside the bottom tier of the RETINE chip. The application board loads the binary codes, feeds the power supplies and displays the results on a screen as shown in Figure 6.

For example, fast event detection (event less than 3 ms) over the whole image has been validated but also event detection restricted to a user-defined area as shown in Figure 6, where the detection area is inside the white rectangle.

Thanks to the high speed acquisition and the high coupling between the image capture layer and the processing layer, Figure 7 shows 6 pictures of partial images of full frames captured at 1000 FPS. The detail shows a fan rotating at around 8000 rpm. To limit the memory footprint the images are acquired in binary mode in this example.

4. Application results
A wide variety of low level image processing kernels have been developed proving the versatility and computing efficiency of the architecture. The RETINE package is plugged on an application board as shown in Figure 5.

Spatio temporal processing (processing time around 1 ms) such as motion detectors from frame to frame difference have been implemented (cf. Figure 8). In this example the output of the sensor is a frame with three values, 0 for none motion, -1 and +1 for motion. The amount of output data can be reduced by just sending the position and the value of moving pixels. Global processing such as global...
histogram and local histogram on multi image areas have also been successfully implemented.

Finally, the execution of Haar filter and edge detection has proved that RETINE is also well adapted for pixel based feature extraction. On Figure 9, two different processing kernels are executed in parallel: threshold on the half right side and edge detection on the half left side.

Some others image processing kernels such as labelling, other motion detection or first layers of CNN are also supported and still under work.

5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated a 3D stacked vision chip featuring in focal plane readout tightly coupled with flexible computing architecture for configurable high speed image analysis. It paves the way to smart vision chip needed by Cyber Physical System.
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